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Getting Started

The “Learning By Doing” principle suggests that the most elegant way to explain the inner workings of cutting-edge cyber warfare to an unsuspecting human being is a demonstration how it is being done and how its results look like on the map of general public knowledge. This method exploits the dilemma of impact explanation – namely that the inappropriateness of openly discussing target details to obtain sound proof of distortion, forgery and deceptive intent forbids any transparent response – in order to document the general method behind such attack to help targets to early recognise, wholeheartedly repel and strongly reciprocate against it.

The impact of the examples targeting public institutions is self-evident, so that the focus of the gentle reader can fly onward to understanding the various techniques of attack, as they herein are entirely detached from any espionage, theft and abuse of individual data as well as the crass pain and heinous suffering induced by these cyber war crimes, to learning how to successfully handle the perpetrators thereof, and maybe even to conquering back some of the fun lost in having been targeted. In other words, why bother with animal-testing-spoiled commercial nutrition additives when you can find better natural food supplements growing on public land?

A typical forgery combines detailed insight into a target constellation with a totally fictional story that is scripted to draw a weird caricature of what really happened, and to attract the audience that could be most useful to the target and mislead it as far away as possible from understanding the latter. Let’s assume a government censors your political action statement by means of a man-in-the-middle attack between you and your local indymedia. To retaliate, you produce a report at a foreign indymedia that another government had attacked a vaguely similar action elsewhere, frame it within the precise conflict topology of your own situation and decorate it with an abundance of intuitive details in order to trigger strong feelings among the first government’s supporters.

As a result the government that attacked you will have a hard time explaining both to the audience it is losing as well as to other governments confronted by that lost audience what really happened. With some humour it is possible to turn around the spear. But why would anyone with a brain left want to insert forgeries into our independent media? The answer is of course, because they already are a cyber war zone, regardless of our will. What we are doing is not planting forgeries, but sowing truth in the mimicry of forgery where undisguised truth is too vulnerable to survive. E. g. if we were cyber-attacked in doing so, we could could tell the story how the attackers fiercest rivals ordered hardware cops to beat up people throwing hand-made clay balls containing natural seed into barbed-wire-fenced GMO fields in order to spoil ill-intended efficiency measurements thereof.

A Communist and an Anarchist meet in a GMO field blockade. Says the Communist: Can anyone tell me what those weird scarecrows over there are good for? Replies the Anarchist: The cops have been harassing us for quite some while already. ■
Ten Examples

Number: One
Title: Berlin Weighs Controversial Parachuting Ramp
Date: Monday Sep 14th, 2015
Name: Pigott C. Foamer

Content: It is designed with a middle plank that can be screwed off in case of war, turning both lanes into one runway. But during peacetime, the military training platform in the backyard of the CIA’s European headquarters is groomed to appear as a motorway bridge running across a geologically precious river valley between two steep mountain ranges. Legally however it is especially delicate, as it is being claimed by a branch of the American military-industrial complex which unilaterally came into existence only after the ink under the respective multilateral treaties had dried.

In the woodland province west of the Wiesbaden barracks, the odd fixation emanating from the much-disputed Erbenheim office complex has stirred up local wineries seeing their businesses put at risk by construction efforts and subsequent operation. Such as German farmers are now feeling the heat of the vassal régime’s trade war against Russia, the voter segment clinging to the wine branch recently has experienced fresh sanctions from China against its products in concert with every step of their own side to provide for the American military administration’s wishes.

This backlash coming precisely through the key sector’s main growth markets, amidst superficial turmoil, has obviously driven the “Grand Coalition” into a sort of smelly corner, and even seems to have brought internal debate in Berlin’s unaccountable “Federal Security Council” to a standstill. For Mrs. Merkel, it has become too hot in the shadow politburo to follow the military administration’s dictates as if nothing had happened, but on the other hand caving in to the increasingly shrill lobbyism of a small trade union would be interpreted as at least as self-embarrassing as a goodwill end of the London embassy siege.

In this setting, the political weight of environmental issues in that country has significantly grown over the recent weeks, only superficially smokescreened by a refugee influx that everywhere calls into mind the housing capacity of its facilities and thereby the military occupation itself, despite a locally limited public profile micro-tailored to avoid triggering xenophobia. But through the bench, environmental organisations are rejecting any talks with the wine lobby, joking instead about the chancellor sending her nasty kids to Borneo field trips where they could be served threatened species for lavish working dinners.

Now Washington has increased the pressure on Berlin as well, staging huge parachuting drills within the occupation belt running through central Germany. The construction secretary nearly twisted himself into a pretzel only to avoid mentioning the Hochmoselubergang, and the spokesperson of the long distance bus sector, which is unequivocally regarded as the freshest branch in the economic game, felt obliged to address the high budget official directly: According to instant surveys, even those passengers choosing the bus for the nice views mostly prioritised nice destinations over nice views.

Though the Greens could easily drag the provincial government out of that irresponsible plan, no such action has been observed since their rise to power, so seen from Berlin the future of the much speculated-about project remains unwritten, even as America’s own hiking trails are burning.
Number: Two
Title: Europe’s Rivalry-Ridden Refugee Recruitment Ratline
Date: Thursday Oct 1st, 2015
Name: Ozzie T. Zaynor

Content: It is behind the rail cargo hub just off the highway – the False Flag Brigade’s most-played trump shaking up Foggy Bottom’s Syria diplomacy recently. In the costume of a commercial event management agency on the outskirts of Hamburg (Germany), military specialists have constructed what external experts describe as a putative deal-breaker in the current deadlock on Damascus – the first training centre in the regime change campaign outside proximity, especially targeting the increased refugee stream into Europe as to catch the promising fish ahead of crisis-ridden national governments and the stillborn continental union.

Here in the marshlands next to the North Sea, a region known for its domestic oil efforts and notoriously bad weather only vaguely reminiscent of the Caribbean, the espionage bureaucrats salivating to throw another human sacrifice from their own ranks under the bus are expecting to build their secret armies to be parachuted into Syria after the blowback of local operations becomes too costly.

Though located at a deliberate distance to any military facilities, officials in Damascus have warned of yet another Trojan Horse. As refugees are absorbing the consequences of foreign recruitment efforts to a much higher degree than domestic instabilities, an extension of the covert war into Europe would very likely amount to an extension of the overt war there as well. And terror attacks targeting the Hamburg area would likely cost the city’s Olympic bid.

Although the decision of Boston to revoke its bid has expressed the False Flag Brigade’s deep commitment to “Operation Rat Hub”, by approving the “Bay of Pigs”-like scenario Mr. Obama could risk a predictable repetition of the Chicago calamity. Already now, whenever Syria is being talked about in the UN’s Security Council, the Chinese representatives are weighing their own Olympic bid behind their eyelids.

A Syrian refugee activist in Germany told our reporter: ”You would like to compare this to purchasing a rose. If you buy your rose locally in season it is still thorny. But if you get it flown in then you contribute to emission fraud. Your kids learn one vacation with airplane is like entire year with car. If you empty all that fuel over the rose and burn it then it is no longer thorny, but won’t make your wife happy either.”

The choice of Hamburg as entry point of the program however has yet another more sinister reason. It is here in the “Florida of Germany” where the preparations of the notorious Trade Towers attack had their origins, and it is here where Washington’s efforts to get along with the Saudi pressure on its foreign reserve currency have recently been taking place.

At the coffee tables of the sea port city with its well-groomed trader culture, the events inside Riyadh appear like a staging of a Jack London plot: If you like to brutalise the dogs, let them fight to exhaustion before you throw in the raw meat. Saudi princes are biting each other nearly for their entire lives before they get demented and thereby ready to be crowned for their last few years.

In that kennel, current top dog Salman has experienced serious ankle-biting by its prime rival Naif, and...
the latter, resulting out of its specific career, is a special friend of those forces in Washington bent to ram the external recruitment extension down the acting President’s throat whether First Lady likes it or not.

So with every quake in the fragile power structure of the ailing oil monarchy, the balance of power in Washington is shaking as well, an escalation now visible to the plain eye in the decimation of the Presidential candidacy race, where the heat of Riyadh’s oil war to dump itself out of the restraints of OPEC has been boiling down the scope of choices to a caricature of the 2008 characters.

Unless any further shake-ups occur, Mr. Obama is likely to continue clinging to appeasing the Moroccan royals who have been acting as a calming influence in the Saudi family feud. The false flag incident in a French train this year, which analysts trade as a political crisis on the level of the Obama-Morales affair, is a visible side-effect of that. Rabat seems to have been impressed, and as a result Riyadh was united enough to force the other oil fiefdoms along its sell-out trip and thereby Washington’s prestigious “Federal Reserve Bank” to keep its money printing presses running at overheat, and with them the machinery of propaganda and hypocrisy.

As it has now seeped into elementary economics that a lack of interest rate hikes indicates an ongoing financial crisis, the air is getting thinner for the self-proclaimed “Axis of Evil” with every fresh bit of climate science. In the eyes of military historians, the refugee recruitment ratline could well be its “Rundstedt Offensive”, that is the last-ditch effort taken once the blowback exceeds last time’s levels. When the breaking point of the royal family will be reached remains difficult to predict, but if signs of public nervousness can count as an indication, these are at a record high there currently.

And Beltway insiders are already talking about flooding Europe with Yemeni refugees once the bombing campaign becomes as diplomatic failure as well, as the infrastructure would already be there. But King Salman spends most of his time disputing the authenticity of recent archaeological findings in Syria. Apparently Assad orchestrated stint operations into lost territory, where his archaeological teams have rescued ancient climate records which had been embedded into the gates of ruins now entirely torn down in the course of the war damage.

“Even though intended as a fraudulent business tactic, the lowering of the price of oil by the Saudis is not inherently bad” said a climate activist in Hamburg. “The difference can be declared a trade sanction and cashed as climate budget. Everyone knows Syria is a house of diplomats damaged by its neighbours. The Syrian refugees in fact are pre-emptive climate refugees, because they flee the minor side-effects of Saudi climate killing policy already before its major impact kicks in.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Three
Title: Ukrainian Development Aid Ministry Rejects Amnesty Plea
Date: Friday Oct 2nd, 2015
Name: Reinhard J. Globke

Content: The military administration in Kiev yesterday rejected a foreign aid plea by Amnesty International in support of Unitedstates political prisoner Mumia Abu Jamal. The non-governmental organisation had asked for a budget to finance a public education program in order to reduce the per-capita prison population in the violence-torn country. Kiev responded with specific allegations on the
prominent case seen as a powerful bargaining chip in the upcoming Presidential race.

A spokesperson explained Mumia Abu Jamal had signed a confession, in regard to which it was only disputed whether it had been carelessly processed as part of a batch of legal documents required by a paperwork-intensive jail bureaucracy. Mumia Abu Jamal would at least be technically guilty of accidentally signing it between news correspondence and medical applications and therefore unsuitable to be championed in an official campaign.

Asked for details, he said that the document had been presented to its ambassador in Washington. Hence it would not matter for budget decisions whether the inmate was actually guilty, which is widely recognised as a politically motivated lie by an overstretched national security apparatus running into an uncompromising individual. The official did not provide any numbers on the financial scope of the dispute.

An Amnesty International representative commented: “Such a document does not exist. This is yet another conspiracy theory sugar-coated as practical joke. Porochenko is a bitch, but our intervention fulfilled its purpose to remind everyone that public human rights education budgets for United States have been offered by countries such as Ecuador but are not yet accessible to non-governmental organisations.”

Number: Four
Title: Russia Faces Diplomatic Crisis over Arctic Drilling
Date: Saturday Oct 3rd, 2015
Name: Andy F. Kennan

Content: It is neither Ukraine, nor Syria, nor any of the other war theatres where Putin’s acolytes inflicted upon themselves the worst damage to his efforts to his ambitious foreign policy, but the most unlikely places of all – New Zealand. A protest against Arctic oil and gas exploration in Auckland which is actually closer to Antarctica than to the North that took place this week in front of the Russian embassy there which houses offices of several of its state-run fossil energy corporations now has an unexpected diplomatic aftermath. Although not a friend of climate protesters, the local government is not amused that the Russian ambassador came out of the building foaming and screaming and personally engaged in violence against activists.

According to protest organisers, climate activists had put up a giant tripod in the entry lane to the compound blocking traffic and engaging corporate and embassy staff in conversations about climate disruptions. One activist had climbed the structure and got seated into a hammock anchored at its top, making it impossible to safely clear the way without ordering an hydraulic platform to be brought in. As the police commander on the street attempted to explain that his employees were obliged to wait for the proper procurement of the procedure, the ambassador who looks back on a career in European and North American capitals, lost his temper, wrestled his way through the police cordon and went to rattle one foot of the tripod.

Although equipped with middle lines to prevent accidental spreading, the life of the activist in the hammock was put into severe danger for several seconds until the aggressor was swarmed by local cops, which due to his diplomatic immunity could do nothing but escort him back into his compound. Now the
government in Auckland has completed its investigation with an expulsion letter to the violent diplomat whom it ordered to leave the country until Sunday evening local time.

A foreign office spokesperson said Moscow was free to reciprocate even if New Zealand embassy staff was totally innocent of any likewise conduct there. “We ordered Mr. Dennsow to leave for a reason, and would even have done so if he had succeeded to evict the entry lane. What he did was meddling into the affairs of a sovereign country and that is not welcome. Short of a formal apology in the introduction procedure of his successor we will also expel eight of his corporate executives in order to prevent any repetition of such incidents.”

Critics of Putin´s grotesque idea of the re-erection of an Imperial Russia have reiterated that although he does seriously attempt to somehow compensate for his mistakes in the Libyan war, these efforts have been far from successful. “Before the Libyan war, there was a campaign in the United Nations to reform the broken regional grouping system and give Africa appropriate weight in the Security Council. In this group Libya´s bid for a permanent veto was joined by other nations from regions already represented there. These do still navigate in Libya´s shadow even after it lost the war. If you want to know at which point Putin puts energy profits above politics look at Libya.”

Number: Five
Title: Abe calls Fukushima seawater contamination “negligible”
Date: Monday Oct 5th, 2015
Name: Richard S. Northcote

Content: At an official visit to Fukushima prefecture this Sunday, Japanese head of state Abe described radiation levels by the damaged nuclear reactors as minor and insignificant. The visit intended to persuade local mayors to return to their evacuated villages and culminated in a bathing session at Fukushima beach reminiscent of Obama´s lobbying for Caribbean drilling before the incident in the American-made reactors. Abe though allowed no photographers except on-site CCTV circuits as to keep it a national affair. The senior official stated on demand that the schedule had nothing to do with the fact that waste-water tanks on the damaged site were flushed into the Pacific Ocean several weeks ago.

The issue of radioactive water leaks has plagued the facility since the meltdown, as the reactor manufacturer failed to demand from its site contractors to provide dry land with water access and instead took up wetland, laying the root cause for long-term catastrophic aftermath following an eventual tragedy. An administrative specialist elaborated: “Imagine your family sitting together to decide over the purchase of a fridge, and just before everyone formally agrees on a specific model your grandfather drops a casual remark that it is going to be placed into the bathroom because it won’t wake up anyone there. Then you have an idea how a Tepco board doing business with the Americans works behind the scenes.”

Japan´s Abe recently has stirred up regional anger by lifting the country´s two-generations-old formal abstention from external military aggression. On the background of this revisionist campaign, neighbours perceive it as a breach of the dual-use line of control that the Japanese government is testing its civilian reactors at the same time it is calling upon others to refrain from military tests. But after catastrophic incident basically equalling war damage, the assumption of a difference between civilian and military testing is no longer plausible.
A demonstrator opposing the militarist rush elaborated: “The politics of Abe always come under the shrill mantra of `self-defence.` But you can take the compensation lawsuits against Tepco and the board’s total failure to hand the claims up to its suppliers as a visible benchmark to which extent that capability is developed in which strata of our society. For Abe, `self-defence´ is a handsome catchphrase such as `co-prosperity´ was to the rapist of the comfort woman. For me, self-defence is if our elected politicians defend our legitimate rights against fraudulent reactor pushers duping our senior deciders into putting the cat into the microwave oven. But for a corrupt wreck as this one self-defence is when he attempts to persuade the most vulnerable of us just a little bit longer that he was in check of all our situation.”

Indeed an increasing share of the Japanese population does no longer buy these assertions, all the more so as government efforts to persuade villagers to return to sites close to the contamination limits have failed to bear fruit, which has been the initial trigger of Abe´s move in the first place. The medical exodus from the prefecture could not be reversed, as doctors reluctant to sign large stacks of death certificates were rejected by their colleagues arguing that their local concerns were overshadowed by the side-effects of day-by-day pharmaceutical stock market speculations.

Now they would have to explain to their patients on their return that the local risks from the meltdowns were unmatched by the risks of a militarist policy aimed at deliberately blurring the lines between civilian and military testing as to drag the Americans into a nuclear war in East Asia. The anti-terror psychologist who listens to the hostage-taker on the phone talking about self-defence probably would be equally unlikely to insert himself into the situation. But mass media attention inside Japan is focussed on the hate-speech investigation against the women whining in the streets for the cameras that Abe was a “traitor of the people.”

A Hongkong-based administrative specialist remarked on the issue of `self-defence:´ “To understand why the Japanese parliament does not represent the political will of the population it is referring to it is necessary to know that most of the representatives are not actually prepared to make any decisions, and collaterally influenced by their more organised colleagues to bring about majority votes. The phenomenon is being called the centrist bloc.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

**Number:** Six  
**Title:** Obama asked to abstain from handshake with child misuser  
**Date:** Tuesday Oct 6th, 2015  
**Name:** Hermann Otto Kant-John

**Content:** It is a long dark story dating back into the days of the iron curtain and the Krakov evangelisation movement, and a more than sad one for too many souls silenced by the careers that paved their way through their lives. It involves seniors talking like child actors losing the distinction between stage and street, and the aborted land reform in the aftermath of the centuries-lasting warlord rancher system the „Wetland Crusade“ had left behind in the Northern European Plains to catch up with its own immense biodiversity degradation impact. In short, it is the story of a man whose disproportionate grudge against Stalin, like Heinrich Marx´ grudge against Napoleon, misled him from small to big community roles without developing a sense of the meaning of dimension.
Such as dissidents behind the iron curtain would not have recognised the later shake-up of traditional churches in Western Europe by the abuse scandals as a realistic risk, the ensuing scrutiny did never extend to the branches independent of Rome in the former Soviet bloc, who grouped around John Paul II. and Lech Walesa as well but went back on their own paths once the wall had come down. Especially there has been no comparable screening of these groups’ respective pasts, although many of them have been in influential roles in the handover of government buildings and administration issues from the Eastern to the Western regime, unloading their sense of rivalry in the “Rosenholz Files” scandal.

But where the experienced hitch-hiker were to carefully put aside the thorny twigs to sting up the kettle to the boiling point, even the coolest heads among the Krakow crusaders failed to produce a workable solution.

The evidence offered in form of the files that the transition procedure had been externally penetrated was undeniable, but with a state which treated churches like national parks closing down, for some of the characters consumed by the movement’s sudden rise there were few other career opportunities of the same worth aside their way. As a result, the freedom movement of the East with its candles failed to lighten the big torch of freedom for the entire country. The Eastern spy files were handed over, cautiously opened in redacted form, but not so Western ones of the same time, making national holiday appear like a marriage party where only the poorer side brings presents. The resignation of Benedict XVI. finally killed the last traces of Krakov.

That the movement went on beyond the fall of the wall and even the death of John Paul II. in a kind of “unalive” form expressed itself in the fact that it were not its defining leaders but its community organisers who took the opportunity to put themselves in charge of the penetrated transition, or more precisely into the positions allowing them to pretend to do so. In the ensuing twenty years Germany became the first country whose head of domestic intelligence resigned for health reasons amidst false flag scandal (culminating in the Kisswetter case). An attention-whoring community organiser from the rubble of the spent movement had taken up the role of the country’s acting President.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Seven
Title: Putin Shoots Down South Korean Cellphone Giant
Date: Monday Oct 12th, 2015
Name: Ras Ramsay

Content: The Russian government has declined a major business application by a Seoul-based electronics corporation. A Kremlin spokesman said on state television a plan to open duty-free shops along the Russian borders to allow neighbouring customers to benefit from exchange rate shake-ups was not feasible to foster sustainable investment. The plan had been developed on a background of increased economic instability resulting from intensified trade sanctions. The speaker also declined permits for two projected deep-water drilling sites in the Arctic Sea.

“It’s Bringing Pyramid Schemes To Egypt again. The game is always the same” said a Moscow-based human rights worker. “The post-Stalinist bureaucracy that has flourished so enormously under the current leadership is incapable to decline a nonsensical idea for technical reasons once it paints itself as patriotic. Duty-free shops are a bottleneck logistical concept approbated for ferries and airlines but unsuitable for
our multi-dimensional borderlines. Yet Vladimir Vodkaglass at his shabby office desk in suburbia is too fearful to say so without asking his big brother riding the tiger.”

Putin had largely been expected to buy into the plan, as lobbyists suggested the investment could be an influential ally in easing economic sanctions if the value of the Russian currency were to plummet and take consumer prices down as well. But the Kremlin said there were technical reasons as well. The newest generation of so-called smart devices is hardware-configured to put its electromagnetic footprint into frequency bands once owned by Russian scientific exploration programs, and trade admission inside Russia has therefore been put on hold. The frequency bands in question were used by the Soviet space campaign emitting terrestrial and satellite signals out of the solar system from 1957 onward and subsequently remained reserved for response screening since the Yeltsin era.

An internationalist observer in Washington remarked via email: “Goebbels said of Roosevelt that D-Day was a gesture of weakness since he could not get Churchill to do the dirty job for him. But a few months later he was dead, and the forensic details are in our history books. It is criminally stupid to repeat that mistake, all the more so if you have King Stroke watching you closer than his own chronic abscesses, and your voter base eroded by the blowback of your climate failure quicker than the native crayon in Merkel’s home constituency. What diplomats see in this is Ivy Kid Choking On Its Own Alphabet Soup.”

The $1.111.111 treaty would also have included the disputed border with Eastern Ukraine where separatists have voted themselves away from the Kiev junta. In the proposal it had been suggested that duty-free shops equipped with consumer electronics, body products, wine and outlet stuff were to open to the public in population centres within the disputed area. Collaterally to the announcement, major Western news agencies received phone calls to their trade affairs desks from their network providers asking them to abstain from reporting. The Seoul-based giant argued inappropriate publicity would endanger a comprehensive enhancement of the proposal announced by a corporate spokesperson for next week.

Again the voice from Washington: “Very likely Putin is retaliating for the false flag incident in Ankara. Since disinformation targeting the Russian advance did not work, and at his recent Jakarta visit the just introduced sanction czar was hit by a luxury shoe thrown from a business audience, the intelligence community went to orchestrate something they would like to blame upon Daesh to get the public to lose focus once again. But there are those bomb traces from Bangkok to Turkey, and you can bet the farm that the folks surprising some grumpy guy with a defunct gun in a train are exactly the same who dropped it in front of his house twenty-four hours ago. This time however the covert team diving into the event failed to fetch any medals.”

Number: Eight
Title: Obama funnelling billions into German reactor wreckage
Date: Tuesday Oct 13th, 2015
Name: Ras Ramsay

Content: Stock market analysts remain puzzled over the “abgas boomerang”, the recent u-turn of German car stocks in the aftermath of an USEPA inquiry. Hit at a corporation sporting the Egyptair business model, markets were already crumbling since it had been leaked that the so-called “Gang of Four”
utilities cartel forced the Merkel government to accept nuclear waste shipments from Britain before declaring a final storage site. Cameron is collecting spent fuel rods for military purposes but returns medium-intensity contaminated parts thereof to sender. The two countries bordering the North Sea have no Ocean Integrity Protection Treaty.

Earlier this year, the German utilities stirred up unrest among provincial governors weary of speculative grid reconstruction efforts. Yet Berlin remained unimpressed, putting its weight in front of the Gang of Four. Even governors unaffected by the plans have been alarmed fearing a negative precedent for the waste storage issue.

Currently it is only clear that it is a legacy that is expanding, despite a widely noticed change of tone in Berlin offices after the multiple meltdown shock of Fukushima oktoberfested a gubernatorial election in a province besieged by French border-river reactors.

The remainder of overloaded spent fuel pools from reactor wrecks scheduled for deconstruction, the remainder of stubborn bureaucrats consumed by the fantasy dry cask storage was an one-piece solution, the remainder of infeasible storage sites chosen due to the political maths of the cold war line of control, all these were making a big issue into a big problem for vested pension funds.

But such shadows on the utility trade now appear to have vanished even without a solution. British shipments were quickly split on several spent fuel pools, along the lines of provincial influence in the current federal government’s intimate relationship with the Gang of Four.

In fact German utility customers have become hostage to an entirely unexpected grasp for precedent. Triggered by the USEPA inquiry, the national security administration’s financial efforts to smuggle America’s spent fuel pools through an unsuspecting election race have found a precedent to cling to, namely having Mrs. Merkel collateral doing it for them.

As stock market values of German reactor wrecks remarkably climbed over the last days, the influence of campaign money from the huge background speculations escorting the Presidential race has become a decisive factor in the politics of the central European country currently struggling with the reverberations of an over-challenged immigration limitation system. Obviously Washington attempts to silently buy itself out of a looming spent fuel pool crisis.

Eco-warriors have emphasised on the immense risks of the dry cask handling. Even if the scheduled disruption of the cooling does not extend into immediate catastrophe because the bottling procedure goes without complications, the extraction of spent fuel rods from wet pool storage is paramount to kicking the can down the road, because the further disassembly and repair of the devices is not documented.

A Canadian scientist elaborated: “It is kind of weird, because you can imagine that the folks who developed this seem to have thought at some point they were to put out their dry casks on their air fields for whomever to collect. Otherwise we were to find research how the materials inserted into the cans change during the storage. In any case, the nuclear lottery assigns less fortunate incidents a higher probability.”

The subject matter has silently been heating up due to massive forest fires in the Northern hemisphere, which underlined the delicate fire regulation exceptions already applied to some spent fuel pools and dry cask storage sites. As climate change is mushrooming into a divisive issue, the “instant climate change”
bottled in the dry cask legacy is set to follow up.

The hostile takeover of reactor wrecks in occupied territories is the covert appendix of overt investment into nuclear warhead deployments to contain the broader legacy debate outside the US electorate. Yet the participants in the so-called “nuclear sharing” are lacking legal guarantees concerning the handling of the material in case American occupation ends as abruptly as the Japanese one in Korea.

The UN branch formally in charge of the handling of the materials is led by a Japanese official. A formal inquiry letter asking for comment on the issue was not answered. Diplomats are calling the fuel pool crisis the boiling point of the indigenous vote. The Gang of Four has earlier been castigated for financing stalking campaigns against anti-sharing activists in which police photographs resurfaced in the hands of advertising contractors.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Number: Nine
Title: Son of US ambassador caught red-handed plagiarising graduation paper
Date: Wednesday Oct 14th, 2015
Name: Wanumba Bland

Content: A Kuala Lumpur Islamic University commission on Tuesday snubbed Winner Andrews Jr., 26, for handing in a cut-up of undeclared excerpts taken from several public sources to obtain an academic title in African history. The young man, who is a descendant of United States ambassador to Malaysia Winner Andrews Sr., had applied for graduation with a 235 page paper of which the commission described 181 pages or “more than three quarters thereof” as stolen from unnamed sources. Andrews was handed a ten-year blacklisting at the prestigious institution.

Today the market-leading Malaysian newspaper “Conservative Outlook” devoted a special issue to the issue, pointing out Andrews’ uncertain references and unattributed quotes as a negative examples for local pupils and students. “Don’t do it like Winner” a headline said introducing a series of interviews with teachers revolving around the subject of intellectual property rights and the future of the Malaysian public education system which some observers have described as out of order.

“Would-be historian fails integrity challenge” titled professor George William Lynn from the commission that had rated Andrews’ work as “grovelling, portentous and prevaricating.” Winner Andrews Jr., who has spent most of his life in the American colony on Diego Garcia before his family was dispatched to Malaysia, had applied for a doctoral grade with what his own abstract called an “independent picture of the pan-African movement from Garvey to Gaddafi.”

Asked for comment, both the United States embassy in Kuala Lumpur and the State Department in Washington did not return phone calls amid news commenter speculations that the plagiarism affair might put at risk a arms trade fair on an United States warship bordering Malaysian territorial waters scheduled to be opened by Winner Andrews Sr. next week and aimed to bring together moderate Muslim investors with insurgency-ridden African heads of state in an anti-Boko-Haram campaign.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Number: Ten
Title: Raha Prasun Bombing Suspect Linked to Innisfail Group
Date: Thursday Oct 15th, 2015
Name: Ras Ramsay

Content: When Thai authorities suspected a terror network behind the Bangkok bombings this summer, they were equally right and wrong: Disgruntled loners are unlikely to scratch out the eyes of government agencies staffed with tens of thousands of employees by casting some completely different people as live clip dummies for black tag propaganda. Usually, the name on it shows the handwriting of other government agencies involved in a variety of cyber war known as noospheric invasion or “shock and awe” in arms trade slang. But they were wrong in the sense that Naxal godfather Sison never approved of whomever opening up an external front against Hindu nationalism in his name.

Now as Israeli military efforts to contain the Fourth Intifada have escalated beyond the yellow line of external modesty and the red line of internal military empowerment, what some analysts describe as a war-weary collective psyche is becoming increasingly alienated by its military establishment, and excerpts of passenger flight data routinely swapped between government agencies have travelled into the public realm, suggesting Turkish state security officials had traced the suspicious passenger coming out of Thailand to the Canadian airport of Edmonton.

The document produced by the government of Turkey for exchange with other states had been shoved behind the desks in the haggle between Ankara and its allies over the Diyanet’s engagement with the neighbouring Islamic State, since it was not suitable for the purpose to put blame on Raqqa. But when some desks in Tel Aviv got cleared this week, a copy of it appeared at various leaking platforms. In the content, the Calgary-based suspect is associated with an Innisfail group operating a lakeside esoteric temple facing a railway halt midway in the link between the two major Canadian cities.

The Innisfail Cult, as it is being called by insiders, has locked horns with the provincial government since a 1980 renovation of its Pilgrim Fathers era temple led to a verdict ordering the entire additional interior structure that the cult had installed without prior consultation of fire regulators to be torn out and rebuilt under scientific supervision. At the time cult leaders put children on camera dealing out pre-chewed statements that all architectural heritage protection rules had been slavishly adhered to, the survivors of which now are leading the opposition against the powerful group whose core membership remains strictly limited to locals.

Innisfail Temple Elders repeatedly make deliberately bold statements that no foreigners had ever stepped into all of the celestial areas of the cult’s compounds since its founding. Nevertheless the group maintains a second-rate followership of fourteen million clients knowingly and unknowingly associated to it through its career assistance networks holding a grip on the central government since the independence, which recently triggered an official investigation of hints at the networks put into food packages to be delivered for foreign policy aid purposes.

The group also became a joke among software engineers when it excommunicated a renowned anti-virus expert because his malware removal programs restored original file properties rather than putting data into fresh external structures. According to cult leaders, no such action was allowed to members before a formal apology in the renovation conflict from both courts and regulators. And Again the Red Deer is Roaring, said a web campaign motto.
Yet occasionally the Innisfail cult has publicly shown its violent tendency. When a senior cult elder during an Hawaii vacation was stopped for speeding, he broke an officer’s hand after asking the latter to approach and read his name from a small print tag on his clothing. The other day the Harper administration paid a significant bail. It is unknown at which extent the cult may be responsible in several cases of backpackers that went missing in the rural surroundings of Innisfail at the feet of the Rocky Mountains.

Asked for comment, Fire Captain Syd Sorge said: “Travellers have been avoiding Innisfail County for generations, and of the few exceptions we only know some never came back. But the cult is known to reach out middle range, short range and long range outreach would appear unusual for it. If someone who took a side entrance through the career networks misused a vacation to try to cast a bad karma upon our fire-fighters I would say it makes cult elders appear a bit nervous. Either they are losing control of their minions, or their temper, or both. They could have planted a tree there, or laid the ground for community-supported agriculture, or whatever. You would have to be God-damned stupid to commit this, I mean a moron.”
In my function as representative of the government of Britain, with the unbearable burden of the international tensions in mind, as a gesture of goodwill and wholehearted contrition, I am proud to announce that as of midnight this Sunday London time all restrictions of movement and travel against Julian Assange will be lifted. My government could not find any instance of forgery originating from Wikileaks, so I have decided to drop the persecution, which has become an embarrassment to this country, and unconditionally surrender all documentation of the case to the organisation. As a patriot I would like to stress that this nation has always worshipped the tradition of human rights, and with bold statements like this continues to do so. By accepting the objective of Wikileaks to operate freely and independently, we reaffirm our sacred commitment to the complete disarmament of all weapons of mass destruction and their carrier systems starting with our own.

This has been decreed to the public without the use of government mouthpieces as to circumvent the usual cabals.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Anonymous Proposal

Anonymous Abuse Ban Treaty

Anonymous

PREAMBLE

For the sake of ending the cyber war, liberating the hostages and illuminating its own integrity, Anonymous offers this treaty to Unitednations.

1. BLOWBACK CLAUSE

If nation B abuses the identity of Anonymous against nation A, nation A is entitled to pursue as if nation B had abused the identity of nation A.

2. NEUTRALITY CLAUSE

Where ownership or existence of a national identity is disputed within or without Unitednations, Anonymous reclaims non-governmental neutrality.

3. AMNESTY CLAUSE

Amnesty encompasses any involvement against knowledge or will.

4. INCOMPATIBILITY CLAUSE

Anonymous activity and government activity are totally incompatible.

5. RESPECT CLAUSE

Unitednations will never claim Anonymous identity.

6. CARE CLAUSE

Anonymous inherits Unitednations identity when obsolete.

7. ASYMMETRY CLAUSE

All government activity under this treaty is subject to the purpose expressed in its preamble.

8. EXTRADITION CLAUSE

Extradition between governments in reference to Anonymous is restricted to the prescriptions of this treaty.
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